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J15 4x+ B crew
Bow: Ashley Seakins, George Mitchell, Euan Haigh, Rory Hawking Cox: Oliver Bennett

J15 4x+ A crew
Bow: Ed Hooper, Joss Wheeldon, Nick Pritchard, George Shaw Cox: Will Clapp

J18 2-
Bow: Guy Hooper Str: Max Leflaive-Manley

J18 2x
Bow: Emily Martin Str: Hannah Street
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Crew Spirit

'When you get the rhythm in an
eight, it's pure pleasure to be in it.'
(George Yeoman Pocock quoted in 'The
Boys in the Boat'* by Daniel James
Brown).

Daniel Brown's book invokes the
' c r ew s p i r i t ' o f y o ung m en a t
Washington University during the Great
Depression, charting the journey of
those rowing in the US VIII which won
Gold at the 1936 Berlin Olympics.
Monkton's Ran Laurie stroked the GB
VIII at the same notorious Games and
features in this Newsletter as the
second member, chronolog ica l ly
speaking, of our MCSBC 1st XI. Reading
about Monkton's rowing Olympians,
spanning eight decades, we remember
where all of them first learnt how to
make an VIII go fast and we can share
a sense of pride in what they achieved.
Through the decades there is a sense of
Monktonian rowers having a special
loyalty towards one another. So many
who learn a sport at school drop it the
moment they leave, but rowing has
often benefited from those who want to
give back something in later life of what
they learned earlier on, and that is at
the core of our Bluefriars purpose and
support. 

We are very happy to learn that
Monkton will soon have two new VIIIs
on the racks at Saltford and we hope
that the crews that train and race in the
boats will be successful. Whilst rowing
and sculling in all categories of boat is
highly enjoyable, there is certainly
something special about an eight that
'clicks' … as the quotation above
suggests. Few of us forget the first time
that we raced in a 'proper' racing shell
and experienced the sheer magic of
mov ing in un i son, s teered and

encouraged by a cox whom we trusted
absolutely. These were the beginnings
from which so many Monktonians of the
past have graduated to greater things.
Many Bluefriars remember the 'crew
spirit' which carried them through a
whole season or more and which we still
witness when they come together again,
perhaps many years later. 

We hope that, from the next
generation of Monkton rowers, 'crew
spirit' will live on in the same way that it
has for decades past.
GWB/JMB

* 'The Boys in the Boat' is highly
recommended as an enthralling read.

Leadership and inspiration 

The cox of the 1936 GB VIII,  Noel
Duckworth, later became chaplain of
Churchill College, Cambridge, where he
coached many a college crew. Both
Julian Bewick and Peter Bossom learned
much from him. 
In earlier years his ability to motivate
and lead a crew was transferred to his
morale-boosting leadership of fellow
prisoners in Changi Prison, Singapore,
in World War II. He said little about his
experience there, but he recalled
marching past Hitler at the opening
ceremony of the 1936 games;  the
British crew looked away from Hitler
instead of exchanging greetings with
him.  
Noel coached the Monkton crew while
they were training in Cambridge and he
later visited Monkton,  and preached on
‘Pain’ at a Sunday service.
JMB
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MCSBC First XI

MCSBC has the distinction of having
produced eleven Olympians to date and
to recognise this unique record we are
honouring them in this edition, listing
them in chronological order and giving
some background (including personal
anecdotes in some cases) which we
hope will be of interest.

Charles Sergel
Born 12 May 1911; died 21 May 1980

Char les Serge l was the f i r s t
Monktonian to row in the Olympics,
competing in the 1932 games held in
Los Angeles. Formerly, he had been a
member of the 1930 Monkton 1st VIII
which rowed at Henley against Trinity
College, Cambridge, before going up to
read Medic ine at Clare Col lege,
Cambridge, where he obtained a triple
blue, rowing in the 1931, 1932 and
1933 winning boats and was President
of CUBC in his final year. The 1932
Cambridge VIII also won the Grand
Challenge Cup at Henley (rowing as
Leander) and came fourth in the
Olympics. Charles worked for many
years as both an army and missionary
surgeon in Africa before returning to
general practice in Cambridgeshire in
1952 where he also coached Clare
College crews until his retirement to
Milford-on-Sea in 1976, where he
enjoyed sailing until a fatal heart attack
in 1980.

 In the earl seventies,  he coached  a
Monkton crew during their annual
training camp in Cambridge when, in
typical Monkton fashion, he didn't even
mention his Olympic pedigree.

‘Ran Laurie
Born 4 Jun 1915; died 19 Sep 1998 

Ran Laurie was probably the greatest
British oarsman of the immediate pre-
war and post-war periods. However, he
always acknowledged that he had
learned his rowing from 'Taffy' (Rev.
W.J.Llewellyn-Jones) whilst at Monkton.
He stood out as a schoolboy oarsman,
who rowed in the 1st VIII for three
years, and reached Semi-Final of the
Ladies Plate at Henley in 1931, before
going up to Selwyn College, Cambridge,
where he stroked the Cambridge crew
to victory in 1934, 1935 and 1936. He
also stroked the GB Olympic VIII in
1936 which finished fourth, before
teaming up with Jack Wilson to win the
Silver Goblets at Henley two years later.
Co-incidentally, Laurie and Wilson both
worked in the Sudan until 1948 when
they returned to England and joined
forces in a coxless pair once again to
pull off the unbelievable 'double' that
summer of winning the Goblets at
Henley followed by a Gold medal in the
Olympics,  despite neither of them
having touched an oar during all the
time they were in Africa! Wilson and
Laurie's boat hangs in the Rowing and
River Museum in Henley above the one
used by Redgrave and Pinsent in the
1996 Olympics. Laurie served for many
years as both a Steward and Umpire at
Henley and his comedian/actor son,
Hugh, also rowed for Selwyn College
and Cambridge. He was the guest of
honour at the centenary dinner of
MCSBC in 1978.
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Mike Lapage
Born 15 Nov 1923

Mike Lapage (Captain of MCSBC in
1942) is our surviving Monktonian
Olympian from 1948 and was a
contemporary of fellow Monktonian,
Paul Mellows in the GB Olympic VIII.

During World War II, Mike saw
service as a Fleet Air Arm pilot in the
Pacific. After the war, he went up to
Cambridge and was a member of the
winning Cambridge boat in the 1948
Boat Race. Later that year he raced in
the 1948 British VIII which won the
silver medal in the Olympics. At the
1950 British Empire Games he won a
bronze medal as a member of the
English VIII.

Mike became a Christian missionary
and was ordained in Kenya in 1961. He
has been a long-term supporter of
Bluefriars, guest at many Bluefriars
dinners and until his late seventies
would make an annual appearance in a
sculling boat at Dundas for OM Day,
much to the admiration of the current
Montonian rowers. On 19th May 2012
he carried the Olympic torch in the relay
for the 2012 Olympic Games, in St
Austell, Cornwall. He also rowed in the
Queen's Rowbarge which carryied the
Olympic flame to the stadium, stroking
it briefly.

Mike has sent us the following
personal recollection:

'I have two brief memories of the
1948 Cambridge Boat Race and crew,
from which the Olympic VIII was formed
that year. One came from a telegram,
sent by the First Lieutenant of H.M.S.
Emperor, on which I served during the
war. It read "Congratulations on your
great feat." I replied that I didn't think
they were all that big.

The other was from a villager in
Dorset to my father. "Well, I didn't know

they had crabs in the Thames" That was
the year when a member of the crew
did just that, ten strokes after the start.
But with good conditions, we still broke
the record.

The Olympics at Henley were a
tremendous climax to the 'annus
mirabilis' of that whole year. I shall pass
on my silver medal to my grandsons,
one coaching at Harvard, the other at
St. Edwards, Oxford and grand-
daughter, Captain of Cardiff University
Ladies' Boat Club.’

Inherited genes?  Pass them on.

Peter Kirkpatrick
Born 24 Aug,1916; died 6 Oct 1995

We have taken much of the obituary
b e l o w f r o m t h e 1 9 9 5 Bluefriars

Newsletter, which was printed with
permission of The Times newspaper to
include Geoffrey Page's tribute to Peter:
'Peter rowed in the 1934 Monkton 1st

VIII which reached the semi-final of the
Ladies' Plate at Henley and he also
rowed in the 1935 crew. He rowed for
Thames in the Thames Cup in 1937, for
Queens' College, Cambridge, in the
Ladies' in 1938, and for Thames again
in the Grand in 1939, but without
success. In 1936 he had won a Trial Cap
at Cambridge as a Freshman and many
thought he was unlucky not to win a
Blue.

After war service, he began an
outstanding period with Thames. A tall,
powerful heavyweight, he stroked the
winning Stewards' Cup four at Henley in
1947, with Hank Rushmere at three.
That year, the four and the Thames
Goblets pair, ’Sparrow’ Morris and Alan
Burrough, became the first British
e n t r i e s f o r t h e E u r o p e a n
Championships, but neither reached the
finals.
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In 1948, Peter rowed six in the
Thames eight that won the Head of the
River Race. He then went on to stroke
Thames to win the Grand at Henley, and
he also stroked the winning Stewards'
four again that year. Regarded by many
as an outstanding crew, the four
represented Great Britain in the 1948
Olympics at Henley but they went stale
and, rowing well below their true form,
failed to reach the final. The following
year, with Kirkpatrick again stroking,
Thames reached the final of the Grand
but lost to Leander. A composite eight,
d r a w n f r o m t h e s e t w o c r e w s ,
represented England in 1950 in New
Zealand in what were then known as
the Empire Games, but after a series of
misfortunes they could finish only third,
to take the bronze medal. In 1951,
Peter stroked Thames for his third and
final Stewards' win. In all these crews,
Hank Rushmere rowed behind Peter and
the two remained firm friends for the
rest of Peter's life.

He became an occasional coach for
Thames after retiring from active
competition and took an active part in
the club's administration. He was
captain in 1950 and was elected a vice
president in 1969. A keen, if critical,
supporter of rowing, he could usually be
found on the Remenham mound during
Henley training with his old friend
Ramsay Murray, who died last year. A
frequent spectator at Lucerne and World
Championships, his presence and strong
personality will be much missed by a
host of his rowing friends.'

We also remember Peter wishing
Steve Williams' crew good luck on the
raft at Henley before their P.E. race
against Canford in 1994 and Anthony
Prince, the then Captain of Boats,
reading the lesson at Peter's memorial
service in 1995.

Paul Mellows 
Born 8 Jun 1922;died 11 Jun 1997

(Alfred) Paul Mellows, DFC, competed
for Great Britain in the 1948 Summer
Olympics, rowing in the GB VIII with
fellow Monktonian, Mike Lapage (see
above).

Paul had rowed with Mike in the 1938
Monkton 1st VIII and later at Cambridge,
where he was bowman in the winning
1947 boat. He held the same seat in the
record-breaking 1948 crew. In the same
year, he was a  member of the British
VIII which won the silver medal at the
1948 Olympics.
   Pilot Officer Mellows served with the
RAF during WW II as a night fighter
pilot flying De Havilland Mosquitos,
accompanying planes from Bomber
Command on 50 operations over
mainland Europe. His DFC was awarded
following a raid over Stuttgart, during
which his plane sustained critical
damage as a result of AA fire, which
almost completely destroyed the
aircraft's tailplane. Despite the damage
incurred which made manoeuvring the
aircraft extremely difficult, if not almost
impossible, PO Mellows managed to
limp the damaged aircraft and his
navigator crewman across occupied
territory and back to base in England,
and for valour and the superb flying skill
demonstrated that night, was awarded
the Distinguished Flying Cross.

Jean Mellows recalls the following:

After the 1948 Boat Race, while
the Cambridge crew were celebrating
their win by throwing the cox into the
Thames, Paul was having a quick
shower and getting into his whites and
Blue blazer before being picked up by
car to be taken to the Albert Hall to a
"Britain's Youth for Christ" giant Rally,
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run by Tom Rees, to give his Testimony
to a packed audience. 

 He was asked to row in the British
VIII at the Empire Games of 1950 in
New Zealand, but he declined as he
would not row on Sundays.

 He coached the Clare College 1st VIII
in 1960 and competed as a Veteran with
London Rowing Club in the Head of the
River Race until 1976 when, at the age
of 56 he rowed against his third son,
Robin, who was rowing for a London
college. After this "the Law" took over
his life with the help of a large family
house and 5 children!

Jean Mellows has kept up her
Stewards' membership at Henley and
was also made a member of Leander
after Paul died. She still goes every year
and in 2016 year managed 4 days!

The youngest of Paul's grandsons
was rowing for Newcastle University at
Henley and was insistent that Jean was
there for his first race (which they won)
on the Wednesday and afterwards was
to be seen in Stewards' proudly wearing
his grandfather's Olympic blazer.!

   
 

 Ian Lang
Born 1928; died 2016

Ian Lang was Captain of MCSBC in
1946, rowed (with Paul Mellows) in the
6 seat as a Freshman in the 1947
winning Cambridge boat and was spare
man for GB in the 1948 Olympics.

Ian was a great supporter of
Monkton rowing.  As a member of the
Stewards' Enclosure at Henley, he often
had spare tickets which he gave to
Bluefriars to pass on the members of
the Monkton crew. This year was no
exception – he sent this e-mail the
evening before the qualifying races:

"I see MCS will be in an eliminating
race tomorrow. I have 2 Wed, 1 Sat and

1 Sun Stewards' Enclosure badges and
2 Leander Club ones for each day. If
they are wanted to whom should I post
them????????"

 This was followed 24 hours later by
another:

 "I was distressed to see how low
MCS was in these. Dare I suggest it
should result in the coaching team
ensuring there is greater fitness among
the boys taking part through the use of
rowing machines at the school itself,
although perhaps that is not what
rowing is all about at school level."

Not many weeks later, shortly before
he died, he came to Monkton armed
with a meticulously organised set of
memorabilia of his days at Monkton,
Cambridge and in the Olympic team.
This is a small selection of the material
from his archive:

Sport and Country 14 March 1947

The Boat Race

The Varsity boat race crews are now
on their last stage of training on the
tideway (sic) for the race at 6:15 on
Saturday March 29. Since the winter of
1855, when frost held up all rowing (as
it also held up our troops in front of
Sebastopol), few crews have had to
endure such bitter practice conditions.
Also never before have oarsmen been
called upon to train for such a race on
so meagre a diet. That they have
survived the ordeal, and are in ebullient
health is astonishing.

Equally astonishing is the excellence
of their oarsmanship. The weather
which they have endured has made
watermen  of them all, and for the first
time in a generation both eights have
been trained to row in the old Orthodox
style.

Cambridge are not be sneezed at,
although they have not a single old Blue
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in the boat.  They startled all the critics
by going over the full course in their
first trial in 19 minutes 40 seconds.
Three years out of four the race itself is
rowed in no faster time than this. As a
crew they are a bit rough though very
ready and some of them are anything
but complete oarsmen in the finer sense
of the term.

The Times 27 November 1946

At six is a really promising freshman
from Monkton Combe, Ian Lang,
weighing about 13 stone with a nice
easy action which promises well for the
future.

John Chester
                 Born:25th October 1935

Rowed in the 1952 Monkton 1st VIII
and then in the 3 seat of the GB VIII at
the 1960 Olympics in Rome.

 
Peter Webb

Born: 2 Oct 1940;died: 1993

Peter Webb rowed in the 1957,
1958 and 1959 Monkton 1st VIIIs before
going up to Cambridge to read
Mechanical Sciences.  

The following account was written for

this Newsletter by  local veteran Arnold

Cooke, Peter Webb’s double-sculls

partner at the 1960 Rome Olympics   

Peter and I went up to Cambridge in
1960, Peter from Monkton Combe and I
from The King's School, Chester.
Al though we were both reading
Mechanical Sciences, we were on
different courses so did not really meet
until we were rowing together in Trial
Eights in 1961. Peter went on to row for
Goldie while I returned to my college

eight. The next year, 1962/63, we were
both selected for the Blue boat and,
during training, we decided we would
double scull together after Henley with
the aim of selection for the European
Championships.  The double, Justicz and
Birkmyre, who had represented GB for
the previous three years, had just
retired, leaving selection open. That
summer we briefly came together to win
the University double sculls with some
ease and, after Henley, stayed on to
train under Jack Beresford (gold
medallist, 1936 in double sculls).  We
duly won the trials and went to
Copenhagen, where we came 7th
overall, just losing by 0.1 seconds to the
Swiss in the small final.

The following year we trained very
seriously with Tideway Scullers under
Lou Barry as coach.  We rowed in the
Scullers' eight which won the Head of
the River in record time and then went
on to scull in various continental
regattas before Henley.  Justicz and
Birkmyre came out of retirement, met
us in the first round, and just passed us
in the last 100m to win by 8 ft.  They
did not choose to race in trials so we
were again selected for the Europeans
in Amsterdam. We managed to borrow a
boat which was much more our weight –
we had been using a boat for a 14 stone
crew while we were less than 12 stone
average – and improved our speed by
about 2 lengths.  At the Europeans, we
won the silver medal, beating the Swiss
this time by ½ second and overlapping
the Russian gold medallists at the finish.

We were the only GB crew to make
the finals in Amsterdam and were
selected for the Olympics, along with
the UL pair and the Tideway Scullers'
four.  The four was reconstituted with
the two top scullers – Bill Barry and
Hugh Wardell-Yerburgh – put in at 2 and
3.  One effect of this was that Lou Barry
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spent most of his time with the four and
we were somewhat neglected.  We got
our training very wrong so failed to
make the final in Tokyo, where the
Russians again won and the Swiss came
4th.  Another factor was that the wind
at Amsterdam was a tail wind and Tokyo
had strong head winds, which favoured
the heavier crews.  We won the small
final to end up 7th.

As a double, we matched extremely
well on the water.  We were very fast
from the start where only the Russian
crew ever led us.  Off the water, Peter
was the optimistic extrovert while I was
the complete opposite.  It could be that
the difference in temperament was an
advantage as we balanced each other
but, at the same time, generally got on
together very well.  The only time we
got on each other’s nerves was just pre-
race, where Peter liked to talk while I
preferred retiring to a corner and
brooding.

One other area we differed on was
his love of driving his 1934 Lagonda in
all weathers.  He had found the chassis
and engine in a Welsh field and rebuilt a
body to his own design.  The open top
result was good in fine weather but
when it rained, it had to be driven at
50mph at least to keep the occupants
dry behind the windshield.  This created
some interesting times in the country
roads around Henley.

It was a tragedy that Peter died so
young of cancer.
Arnold Cooke, August 2016  

Rowley Douglas
Born: 27 Jan, 1977

Rowley coxed the 2nd VIII at Monkton
in 1992 when he was in the 4th form
(Year 10 in 'new money') and then the
1st VIII for the next three years. He
followed Steve Williams to Oxford

Brookes. He was selected to cox the GB
VIII at the Sydney Olympics in 2000
and won a memorable gold medal
steering the British crew to a superb
victory, having lead from the first
stroke. It was not untypical of Rowley to
have done a backwards flip out of the
boat having crossed the line first … such
was the exhilaration of the moment.

Rowley has sent us the following:

'Sometimes you get it wrong. Usually
you can live to fight another day and
take your learning but on this occasion I
am indebted to my coach for some
assistance.

In 1992 I was racing for the school
2nd VIII (still one of my fondest crews
of all time) and we were taking part in
Reading Head of the River. We had
elected to go for a practice paddle and
were heading back to the raft when I
got it wrong. Firstly, I should have read
the practice and racing instructions and
secondly, I clearly should have been
p a y i n g m o r e a t t e n t i o n t o m y
surroundings.

The boat was slipping along nicely
and we were in the stream, I should
have continued down towards the end
of the island and turned to head back to
the upstream rafts. However, I spotted
the pontoon and, not knowing I was
supposed to follow a circulation pattern,
elected to head directly towards it.
CRASH.

It is pretty embarrassing, not to
mention dangerous, to crash into a crew
head on in front of the boating area
where everyone is watching in an
equally amused and concerned manner.
However, it is just that much worse
when you crash into your own school's
1st VIII. We had been having a year
where we were winning some races and
they others, so this added incident did
nothing to improve crew relations. 
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Now I will admit that neither I, nor
anyone else, was injured. This did not
stop our coach, Godfrey Bishop, rushing
me directly to the ambulance attending
the regatta. I was happy to go, as I
think Godfrey was merely sparing me
the blushes and bollocking that was
coming my way. 

One might of course argue he was
not sparing my blushes and indeed
figured that I must have gone blind
shortly before the crash and so needed
emergency treatment to my eyes. 

Mistakes happen, though sometimes
they needn't if you prepare properly.
Either way, learn from them and quickly
bounce back.' 

Steve Williams
Born: 15th April, 1976

Steve started rowing at Monkton
aged 13. He rowed at six in the 1992 2nd

VIII whilst in the 5th form (year 11 in
'new money') and then for two years in
the 1st VIII. He was Captain of the 1994
crew whose successes inc luded
tremendous back-to-back Finals at
Shrewsbury Regatta, losing narrowly to
Shrewsbury 1st VIII in School VIIIs but
beating their 2nd VIII convincingly to win
Senior 3 VIIIs. Steve went on to Oxford
Brookes, who later awarded him an
honorary doctorate, before gaining

international selection at the age of 22
when he partnered Fred Scarlett in the
coxless pair, coming a creditable sixth in
his first World Championships. A year
later he partnered Simon Dennis in the
same event, this time finishing fifth. In
2000 both Scarlett and Dennis would
win seats in the Eight for the Olympics
in Sydney, but Williams just missed out,
and instead was part of a coxed four
which won a gold medal at the World
Championships for non-Olympic events
held in Zagreb. The following year, he
was again world champion, this time in
the coxless four, and won the silver
medal in the same discipline in both
2002 and 2003.

With Matthew Pinsent, James
Cracknell and Ed Coode, Williams won
Olympic gold at the 2004 Summer
Olympics in Athens in the men's coxless
four.

Williams was the only member of the
2004 Olympic crew to continue racing
for the 2005 season, joining Alex
Partridge, Peter Reed and Andrew
Triggs-Hodge in the coxless four, again
winning at the World Championships
that year and in 2006, before coming a
disappointing fourth at the 2007 World
Championships. In 2008, Alex was
replaced by Cambridge Blue, Tom
James, and despite an injury-torn
season, the quartet became Olympic
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Champions, defeating the Australian
boat by 1.28 seconds on the day
dubbed 'Super Saturday' by the media,
owing to the large GB medal haul. The
Australians had led for much of the
race, before a concerted push by the
British boat overhauled them in the last
400 metres.
Steve has sent us the following:

As Monkton said goodbye to one
Principal and welcomed another this
year, I was sorry to see Richard
Backhouse leave and at the same time
excited to learn of the appointment of
Chris Wheeler.

Richard, as a former rower and coach
himself, has an obvious love for the
sport and was a keen supporter of
Monkton rowing. I always enjoyed
talking rowing with Richard on various
riverbanks and we had a connection
through one of my old crew-mates in
the GB Rowing Team, whom he had
coached at Emanuel School. Even years
later, my teammate still spoke of great
memories of rowing in Richard's crews
and how much he had enjoyed and
learnt from it (actually in much the
same way that boat loads of Monkton
rowers talk about being coached and
inspired by Julian). I'm sure Richard will
continue to follow and support MCSBC
and he will always be a good friend of
Monkton rowing.

I had met Chris a few years earlier
when he was Head of St Christopher's
School and I had been invited to their
Sports Day to give a speech and hand
out the prizes. I must admit, these
duties can sometimes be a bit of a
labour of love. However, I thoroughly
enjoyed my day at St Christopher's and
it made a big impression on me that has
stuck with me.

It was a glorious summer's day and
the kids were throwing themselves into
all the usual sprints, relays, three-

legged, egg-and-spoon and sack races.
The competition was fierce - heads were
back, eyes were wide, little arms and
legs were pumping with all their might.
On the sidelines, classmates jumped up
and down screaming like mad - parents
and teachers couldn't help themselves
and joined in too. So far, just like any
other school sports day all around the
country. But what struck me about St
Christopher's was that whilst there was
real elation, there was also real,
heartfelt disappointment, there was
even a few tears. It was a breath of
fresh air and I loved it.

At the time, my nephew's school
motto was "to try is to triumph" and,
whilst I believe in the spirit behind this -
courage, hard work, fortitude - it always
used to frustrate me as I feared it could
so easily be misinterpreted. Was it
saying trying on its own, no matter the
result, is good enough? Surely trying
alone isn't triumph? Triumph is triumph.
If we try but miss then we have to dig
deep, learn from it and get stronger in
order to come back and be able to
triumph.

My first Olympic Games was an epic
miss. Failing to make it into one of the
three men's boats I was "selected"
instead as the Travelling Reserve, a
glorified way of saying the spare man
and otherwise known as the worst job in
the world. Exactly where you've been
dreaming of and killing yourself to get
t o , b u t i n t h e w o r s t p o s s i b l e
circumstances - carrying the oars for
the guys racing and then watching from
the side of the lake. I was determined
this wasn't going to destroy me but in
the meantime, I wanted to feel the full
heat of this burning pain: giving it my
all and failing; letting down my family
(who had already bought their tickets
for Sydney); and having to face up to
the difference between me and the guys
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who were racing and winning. It was
torture but I knew I would end up being
stronger because of it. At times like this
it really helps to have some buddies
with you and thankfully there were two
other Reserves in Sydney with me. The
three of us got through it together and
within days of returning from Sydney
we were back into hard training and on
a mission to make sure the following
year we were sitting in the boats and
not on the riverbank. That season, the
three of us were selected in the coxless
f o u r a n d w e w o n t h e W o r l d
Championships together - and by the
way, one of the other spares was the
Emanuel rower coached by Richard
Backhouse.

Back at St. Christopher's, the racing
and the cheering went on. It was only a
few weeks before London 2012 and
every race was that kid's Olympic Final.
More elation for the winners; more
disappointment for the runners-up, but
somewhere in there a little fire burning
to do better next time.

Seven years after Sydney, still
rowing in the GB Coxless Four but this
time with new team mates, our three
year unbeaten run came crashing to an
end at the World Championships in
Munich; with only 11 months to go until
the Beijing Olympics we came 4th. Not
even a medal. For the first time in six
years I wasn't rowing over to the
podium after a final but instead heading
straight back to the boat bay - now very
dark, quiet and lonely. No medals. No
interviews. No anthem. Five guys
looking at each other wondering how we
were going to come back and win from
here. Jurgen spoke first: "It's ok to
hurt. You'll need that to get through all
the pain we need to go through to win
again. But don't let the hurt destroy
you".

As an Olympic athlete, invited as we
are to many schools and youth clubs
ove r t h e ye a r s , I ' v e p r o bab l y
experienced more sports days than
most. More and more I have seen them
taken over by a prevailing ideology of
"everyone's a winner". I believe this is
just wrong - that's not sport, and it's
not life. There should be winners and
losers, triumphs and disasters. There
should be high highs and low lows,
otherwise sport and life is just a bland
journey through a safe middle ground of
emotion - protected from heartache but
never getting to relish euphoria. In my
rowing, I've learnt most and got
strongest from my disasters (helped out
by teammates, coaches, friends and
family), and the disasters have made
the triumphs taste even sweeter. Would
I choose to go through the pain and
humility of Sydney again? Yes - I now
know I had to go through that in order
to win in Athens and Beijing.

Driving home from St Christopher's,
my visit had restored my faith in school
sports days and, if sport is done right,
the powerful lessons it can teach us at
school that set us up for life. I'm sure
Chris, as Head of the school, was
integral to the spirit of that sports day
and I'm looking forward to seeing his
leadership at Monkton. 

Alex Partridge
Born: 25 Jan, 1981

Alex arrived at Monkton at the
beginning of the Fourth form. The
Captain (Anthony Prince) saw him
entering the dining-hall for the first
supper of term and approached him as
a potential Lower Sixth recruit to the
Boat Club. Imagine GWB's surprise
when he turned out to be only 14 years
old! While at at Monkton, Alex rowed
twice in the World Junior Championships
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and captained the 1st VIII two years
running, winning Silver at National
Schools' in the Childe Beale Cup in
1999. He continued rowing at Oxford
Brookes where he studied Technology
Management.

He first made his mark at senior level
in 2001. Having won a silver medal in
t h e f o u r a t t h e W o r l d U 2 3
Championships with Christopher Martin,
Henry Adams and Dan Ouseley, the
crew met the standard to gain selection
for the coxed four at the senior World
Championships in Lucerne. Having
reached the Final, they proved to be
particularly strong in the last 500m,
rowing through the field to snatch the
bronze medal on the line.

In 2002 and 2003 Alex raced in the
eight; the crew finished 6th at the World
Championships, but stepped up in 2003
to win a bronze medal.

In 2004, Alex won the GB Rowing
Senior Selection Trials in the pair with
Andrew Triggs-Hodge. This proved a
headache for the selectors who had
already shuffled the previous year's
crews considerably, in the wake of
Matthew Pinsent and James Cracknell's
disappointing 4th place in the pair in
Milan. Until the trials, Pinsent and
Cracknell had been training in a four
with Steve Williams and Josh West, but
following the unexpected trials result,
replaced West with Partridge. Hodge
remained in the Eight. However,
following the World Cup in Lucerne, Alex
was diagnosed with a collapsed lung
and had to withdraw from the Athens
Olympics; he was replaced in the
coxless four by Ed Coode, and the crew
went on to win the Olympic final beating
the Canadian 4- by just 0.08 seconds.
Partridge, however, was first across the
line: the crew had named their boat
after him!

In 2005 Alex returned to full fitness
and regained his place in the men's four
with Triggs-Hodge, Peter Reed and
Steve Williams, winning gold in the
World Cups at Eton, Munich and Lucerne
and capping the season by taking gold
in the World Championships in Japan.
The 2006 World Cup brought further
success with gold in all of the World Cup
events in Munich, Poznań and Lucerne
and another World Championship
victory in front of their home supporters
at Dorney Lake, Eton.

The 2007 season proved to be far
more disappointing; the previously
unbeaten four was hit by injury, and
although the full line-up raced at the
World Championships, they finished 4th
– in s tar t l ing contrast to the i r
dominance of the previous two years.

In 2008, Alex was replaced in the
coxless four by quadruple Cambridge
Blue, Tom James. Instead, Alex moved
to the Eight, winning a silver medal in
the Olympic Final in Beijing. He
returned to the men's Four in 2009 and
won gold at the World Championships in
Poznań on August 29, 2009 alongside
Matthew Langridge, Alex Gregory and
Ric Egington.

At the 2012 London Summer
Olympics, Alex won bronze in the men's
eight event. The race was very close,
with Great Britain taking the lead at the
1000 metre mark, then losing that lead
to Germany and finishing witha bronze
medal after a late charge by Canada.

Alex's bronze Olympic medal was
stolen after the Olympians' reception at
Buckingham Palace but has now been
replaced. He retired from international
rowing after the London Olympics but
made an heroic appearance at the 2016
Head of the River Race, rowing in the
Brookes 2nd VIII which finished 4th!
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1964 – Tokyo 
A recollection by Arnold Cooke first

published in Rowing Magazine

After Olympics marred by hostage-
taking, and boycotts, it seems strange
to recall that the main dangers in Tokyo
were the driving and the 8000 terrified
pigeons released at the opening
ceremony over the competitors' heads.
It is also difficult to realise that the
Japanese in 1964 were still regarded as
inferior copiers of Western designs, with
some grudging acceptances that they
had transformed small cameras and
small motor bikes. Tokyo was the first,
and to date the only summer games to
be held in Asia. This meant that most of
the major sporting nations had to fly
long distances. It took 26 hours to fly
out from the UK, stopping at virtually
every large airport en route (the 10
hour Polar flight was reserved for the
horses). Most countries therefore
elected to keep their complete teams in
the Olympic village. This gave ample
opportunity for fraternisation, even if
the women competitors were locked
away each night in their guarded
compound. 

The rowing team knew each other
well as the double scull and three of the
Tideway Scullers coxless four had rowed
together in the winning Tideway Head
eight and had trained in the gym with
the UL pair through the winter. We met
many of the other members of the
British team about a month before the
Games when we were fitted for our kit.
The designers had decided on slim-fit
trousers for the men's team. These
looked most elegant on the marathon
runners, but the weight lifters found
they could only get them above their
knees by a two-handed snatch, at which
point the seams split. In Tokyo, the

rowing and fencing teams found each
other's company congenial, to the
extent that a year or two after the
Games, Hugh Wardell-Yerburgh married
a fencer. Talking with Allan Jay (Olympic
fencing teams 1952 to 1964; silver
medal 1960 etc.) he contrasted fencing
and rowing training. We were given a
questionnaire which asked 'When did
you first start training at least three
times a week regularly?' Allan mused a
little and said 'I have never trained that
often regularly.' He relied on incredibly
fast reactions and superb technique. 

Outside the British team, we had
excellent relations with the Dutch and
Belgian rowing teams, the Swiss double,
and the American eight, all of whom we
h a d m e t a t t h e E u r o p e a n
Championships and other regattas.
Boyce Budd from the US eight had also
rowed for Cambridge in 1962. The
Americans were very upset by the
Eastern bloc attitude to sport where
everyone seemed to be a lieutenant,
captain, or major (rank dependent on
gold medals won) with as much time as
they needed for training.

We sympathised as we all worked full
time but, as we had seen the US crew
around Europe for most of that year, we
asked them when they had last worked?
They finally decided it was nine months
previously. Private sponsorship was OK
but whole state sponsorship was not. 

Before the Games, the double was
regarded as the best hope, having won
a silver medal in the Europeans; the
pair was given a chance to reproduce
their Commonwealth Games gold medal
form of 1962; while the four had been
totally reformed after the Europeans
with the introduction of Bill Barry and
Hugh Wardell-Yerburgh who were an
unknown quantity. In the event, the
double fai led to reproduce their
Amsterdam form; the pair was very
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unlucky not to win a bronze medal,
having drawn one of the worst lanes in
the f inal; whi le the four rowed
magnificently to win the silver. Much of
the credit must go to Lou Barry: mentor,
father-figure (literally of course in one
case) and charismatic coach. A word
from Lou – and his praise rarely
exceeded one word – and the crews
would gain half a length. 

Besides the British involvement, two
other rowing events stand out. The final
of the single sculls was a classic
example of a great sculler disregarding
all the conventional wisdom of how to
row a race. Ivanov (USSR) and Hill
(East Germany) were virtually level at
500m (1.59); Hill then put in three even
500m in 2.08, 2.09, 2.09; while Ivanov
dropped 7 seconds behind at 1500m,
only to storm back with 1.58 in the last
500m to win by 4 seconds. The eights
final was rowed after dark because
racing had been delayed several hours
to allow the strong, and grossly unfair,
cross-head wind to die down. The
organisers used parachute flares to
illuminate the course, giving a suitably
spectacular end to the regatta. 

With the rowing over in the first
week, we had two weeks to explore
Japan in ea rnes t . The O lymp ic
Association had set up a system of
'uncles' – local residents with British
connections who organised our social
programme, helped by money they had
raised from the local British business
community. We were very fortunate in
having Terry Terekota, from Thames RC,
as our uncle. Besides many social
events in Tokyo, he organised a three
day trip to Nara, Kobe and Kyoto. There
we sampled Japan properly, staying in
Japanese hotels (shoes off, bare rooms,
unroll your futon at night to sleep on
and bless the years of practice at
sleeping on the floors of various flats

after Saturday night parties); visiting
shrines and tea gardens during the day;
visiting the sailors' bar overnight. 

Other memories come back; the
sight of the US basketball team wading
waist deep through a sea of Japanese in
central Tokyo; John Cork, our boatman,
comp le te ly unper tu rbed as the
wreckage of the four and the pair
emerged from their crate; Lou Barry's
face on sampling ceremonial green tea;
the sight of Mount Fuji appearing
through the cloud, looking too much like
the photographs to be real; and finally
the informality of the closing ceremony
with all the competitors walking in
together, not in national groups. 

The Tokyo Games gave a real chance
to mix freely with athletes from
different countries and to sample a very
different culture. May the competitors at
the 2020 Tokyo Olympics have the same
opportunities and may their problems
be confined to pigeons. 

'Golden' JMB
To mark 50 years' connection with

MCSBC, Godfrey Bishop invited Julian

Bewick to reflect on his long career:

 How did you come to be appointed to 

Monkton Combe?

My first connection with Monkton was
when I was aged about eight. I went to
see the Boat Race as a guest of Peter
Kirkpatrick, a business colleague of my
father's.  The weather was atrocious;
one crew sank, so I learned nothing
about the sport that day.  A few years
later,  the notice "There Will Be Rowing
Whatever the Weather", was one I got
used to. 

My second connection with Monkton
was the year before I arrived as a new
t ea che r. I manned one o f t h e
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commentary points at Henley and
Monkton was racing against against
Tabor Academy (USA).

Why did I come to Monkton? I went
to the appointments board in Cambridge
and told them that I wanted to teach in
a small country boarding, mathematical,
Christian, rowing and - in those days - a
boys' school; they said they knew just
what I wanted and introduced me to
Monkton Combe.  My appointment
involved a brief interview with the Head
Master and a very short le t ter
welcoming me.

When you arrived at Monkton from  

Cambridge, what struck you about 

Monkton rowing? 

Daily activities were very well
organised using the 'Rowing Board'
(still in my possession) which had a pin
for each member of the Boat Club.
There was a row of pins for each crew.
The coaches used mid-morning break to
fix the afternoon outings.  Despite my
custom of using computers for almost
everything, this particular job was done
well in the manner described and I
would not change it. As far as the
general activities of the whole club were
concerned, I thought the little ones had
a very rough deal. They were taught in
the row ing tank day a f te r day
throughout their first Lent term, not
seeing the river at all. I was determined
that if I ever had any influence they
would have a bit more fun earlier on.
Incidentally, one learns little or nothing
about balance in the rowing tank;
similarly in the modern era I'm not
convinced that constant ergo exercising
teaches much about rowing technique,
even i f f i t n e s s i s en cou raged .
Watermanship throughout almost all
school rowing is not what it used to be.

The top end of the club was suffering
a weak patch but they were keen and
went off to Copenhagen - I think in my
first year. In the summer of 1968 there
was a huge flood so the crew went off to
Caius, my old College in Cambridge and
trained there for a couple of days before
heading off to the continent.

 Which was the first crew you coached? 

In my first year I looked after the
training of Coxes; that's what I spent
most of my time doing in Cambridge, so
I saw a bit of everybody. I think in my
second year I took on the 2nd VIII - but
I could look that up in the minute book.
The minute book, by the way, is a
valuable resource and it goes back to
about 1920. 

 What was the strength of the club in 

those days and how many masters 

coached rowing? 

 From memory there were about 120
members of the club and each 'A' crew
from novices to seniors had a staff
coach and so did the 'B' crew; so there
must have been about 10 staf f
coaching; we were all amateurs.It
wasn't the job we were paid to do but
most enjoyed doing it.

 
How did you come to coach the 1st VIII 

and when was that? 

When I arrived, the club was run by
Charles Grimwade who was coming to
the end of his tenure of the club and
was looking forward to dropping that
particular responsibility.  I was asked to
take it on for the 1970 season.

As far as I remember you coached 25 

1st VIIIs ending in 1995.

I did indeed coach 25 first boats; 24
during my full-time tenure followed by
another one in 2006 when there was an
inter-regnum between two directors of
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rowing and I came back and coached
the eight. 

                 
Going back to the 1970s, which crew do

you regard as most successful and 

which were the best years you were 

responsible for?

To this day I don't know  and I don't
want to know.  I am not at all sure that
such a thing exists. I suppose one could
say that the crew that got through two
rounds at Henley was pretty good (or
did they just have a lucky draw?), but I
think there were some innovations I
brought in which were of more lasting
value than just a single crew. One was
the girls’ rowing.

When girls first arrived at Monkton I
don't think any other sports felt they
could cope with them, so I said they
would be welcomed at the river; in the
first year or two we had two Girls VIIIs
and  at my suggestion there was a Girls’
event at the Schools’ Head race for the
first time, which we won. 

A bit later on another innovation was
enabled by Brian Mawer building a
special boat called Hex for the J14
Octuple - another new event  introduced
at my suggestion  to the Schools’ Head.
The name Hex for the boat caused quite
a bit of trouble because i t has
unacceptable connotations. In the end,
the name had the blessing from the
Bishop of Norwich when he named the
boat on speech day. By the way, the
crew recorded a win at the Schools
Head but didn't quite have the same
success at NSR later that year.

How did you move with the times as far

as the technical side of Rowing was 

concerned? 

I'm afraid I tended to follow my nose
a bit, just doing my own thing. If you
count amplifier systems as technical
improvements, all our boats were wired

fo r sound and the home-made
amplifiers produced more volume than
any modern coxbox. I think we were the
first club to coach by radio using CB
radios which were wired into the boat
system enabling the coach to talk to
individual members of crew. I would
highly recommend this method of
c o a c h i n g , w h i c h c h a n g e s t h e
relationship between the crew as a
whole, individual members and the
coach. 

As far as some other improvements
were concerned, I remember at some
stage saying that over my dead body
would a crew of mine wear lycra.  And I
didn't really approve of the change from
toothpicks to spades.

The top crews in each age group
used to row quite a lot. The first eight
started the Lent term on six days a
week for as long as possible, because I
knew full well that floods would come
and river time would be reduced to zero
for perhaps three weeks, so with a
flexible timetable we were able to make
the best use of the river when it was
available and perhaps do some extra
mathematics when it wasn't rowable. 

What gains and losses has Monkton had

in recent years? 

The advent of Directors of Rowing
has in many ways been a success and
has brought professionalism to the club
as it has to other school clubs at the
same time.  But the other side of the
coin is that we have lost many of the
staff coaches who were able to coach on
the river and see the same people in the
classroom as well, so they could
therefore in some ways have more
influence over what their charges were
doing. In earlier days boys, and later on
girls, had to choose between a small
number of sports – rugby – hockey –
cricket – rowing and very few did other
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things such as tennis – swimming –
judo. Now there seems to be freedom of
choice which must be a good thing in
some ways but it does limit what can be
achieved in other ways. I've always
taken the view that by the time a boy or
girl reaches the age of about 16/17 they
should choose what they want to do but
the choice should be within the
framework of guidance and tradition.

Your background was in coxing ... 

I rowed at school but I was really too
light. When I got Cambridge I coxed,
despite being too heavy,  as the stroke
of the boat kept telling me (and he still
does to this day). But there weren't any
women in the college at that time so
relatively heavy men could cox if they
wanted to.  I was determined to be
worth my weight in gold, taking the
crew within an inch or so of solid
concrete on difficult corners during
bumping races.

I used to reckon that it took three
years to train up a cox for the 1st VIII.
He was sometimes pretty useless in the
first year; by the second year he was
becoming useful as my main connection
with the crew - just a glance could tell
me exactly what was going on in the
crew; nothing needed to be said. By the
third year he could more or less take
the outing by himself. With the advent
of the no doubt very efficient school
time-table of recent years, the mixing of
coxes into various age groups has
become impractical so they can no
longer be coached in the same way to
do the excellent job required of them.
There seems to be struggle to find
enough Coxes nowadays because they
do the job for so little time. But it is a
job I recommend because it's a way of
involving little boys or girls and giving
them influence not available anywhere
else.

What are your views about the move to 

Saltford? 

 The set-up at Saltford is absolutely
excellent. However, I have always been
worried about the time it takes to get
there and back again because one has
to question whether the transport time
is time well spent. (As an aside, I
remember a journey which was time
well spent…  I drove to Munich to watch
Steve Will iams row in the world
Championships and spent the whole
journey giving a continuous maths
lesson one of the passengers -  perhaps
the longest ever maths lesson.) On
balance provided one doesn't hit the
rush hour one can get a good session on
the water. Meanwhile the river at
Dundas is no longer looked after
properly. When I first arrived, there was
a team of about half a dozen Watermen
who used to come round clearing trees
and generally maintaining the river.
Quite a long time ago, that team was
replaced by one man behind a desk in
Watford and now he's been replaced by
nobody; the result is that the Dundas
reach is gradually becoming less and
less rowable. Another disadvantage of
Saltford  (and the modern time-table) is
that the various age groups in the club
no longer see each other rowing very
often, and gone are the days when a 1st
VIII could be doing a practice course
cheered on by a J14 VIII and similarly if
the J14s were practising, they would be
cheered on by the 1st VIII. I regard that
as a great loss and it must be more
difficult to get true club spirit going
nowadays.

When you joined Monkton what was the

fleet of boats like? 

A boat builder had been appointed to
Monkton and he built about 16 seats a
year for the club. This was very much
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making up for lost time when not much
had been done, particularly after the
fire of 1954 which destroyed much of
the fleet. Other clubs came to the
rescue at that time and I also remember
a particular boat called Viking which had
been given by Eton Vikings Boat Club; it
was a very, very heavy boat and was
used by the novices VIII. It took at least
two crews to get the thing onto the
water. I used to get the 1st VIII to row it
at once at least in the season just to
show it could be done. There was a
gradual increase in the number of eights
available, so that we got to the stage in
the late 70s when the  'A' and 'B' crews
in each age group had their own boats.
By “a boat” I mean an eight - that's
what we concentrated on. And I
remember  there was one day on which
the school was represented by 11 eights
racing at Avon County and Bristol head
races, which happened to be on the
same day. it was quite a palaver getting
all those  boats, equipment and bodies
to the races.

  
Looking back what did you enjoy most 

about coaching and running the boat 

club Monkton? 

I'm reminded that I must ask the
Director of Sport some time to write the
article entitled "What is school sport
for?” It was undoubtedly dealing with
the people involved that was the
interesting part of the exercise. It didn't
really matter whether the crew was
successful or not; it still consisted of
ten people and the interaction between
the coach and the other nine people
involved in the crew was always an
interesting and sometimes challenging
aspect of the sport.

What do you regard as your best 

moments and worst moments in your 

time at Monkton? 

One of the best moments must've
been beating Eton just a week after
they had won at Henley;  I think they'd
probably been partying all week and we
caught them by  surprise. 

Worst moments - lots of those – two
members of one of the crews I coached
quite early on died young: one was
murdered,  the other had a fatal
accident. Interestingly enough the one
who was later murdered lost his father
in a traffic accident  in Africa just before
NSR. He was Stroke of the 1st VIII and
dec ided to s tay wi th the crew,
supporting it and being supported by his
crewmates, for the regatta before
going home to Kenya to say farewell to
his father. I suppose other worst
moments were when crews were ill-
disciplined. Many boys smoked in those
days but it was simply not tolerated in
the club. One year we sent two crews
home from NSR because of a smoking
incident at Nottingham. 

Of course I made some mistakes as
well. One was in France when we rowed
through a bridge which turned out to be
a set of rapids. Having rowed down we
had to get back again, so the crew
rowed full pelt and I could see fresh air
underneath parts of the hull as they
rode the rapids upstream. 

Then there was the time at Saltford
when the 1st  VIII was there for training.
The 1st VIII Cox was experienced and
2nd VIII’s was relatively new to the
game. I forgot to tell him that on all
water in the world except the Monkton
stretch one rowed on the right. So these
two  crews were doing practice starts -
the 1st VIII on the r ight going
upstream, the 2nd on the left going
downstream. The inevitable happened
and a set of riggers  was ripped off the
side of the second eight. Fortunately
nobody was hurt.  The accident was
entirely my fault.
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Can you remember anything  important 

said or done at the river? 

Success and failure should both be
met by calm. Bad temper is never
constructive.  I was sworn at once by a
member of my crew. He was doing an
Ergo and I fixed before the session that
he was going to do so and so many
500s. When he was just finishing his
last one I said there was an extra one. I
never made that mistake again, and
later apologised.

Then there was 1st VIII race against
a good university crew. The stroke of
our opposition was heard to say on the
start  "They’re only a bunch of ****ing
schoolboys."  We beat them fairly easily.
The stroke of the Monkton boat, who
was I think the lightest stroke ever to
represent Monkton, was heard to say
quite quietly "How's that for a load of
****ing  schoolboys? "   before
Monkton paddled away in style, leaving
the other crew aghast.

What are your hopes for Monkton 

rowing in the future? 

Monkton is a small school,  so it is
unlikely there will be consistently good
crews. But each one, slow or fast, can
gain huge benefits from taking part in
sport, learning to work with each other
and building up loyalty to a group of
people. Their experience will always be
of benefit, both to themselves and to
the communities in which they live.

 

Women in Sport

Two years ago, the Women’s Boat
Race got equal billing with the men’s
race for the first time and 2 million
people in the UK tuned in to watch the
England v France match in the women’s
football World Cup. These are two huge
steps forward for the profile of women’s
sport and it’s worth highlighting the
unexpected role that sport can play in
improving women’s representation in
business.

Television coverage of the women’s
boat race was a particularly personal
reminder of this. I participated in that
race in 2005 and competitive rowing
played a significant part in my life
through school, university and full-time
employment. It is not only professional
female athletes who benefit from the
support of women’s sport – there are a
number of lessons competitive sport has
taught me that have served me well in
the workplace.

It’s OK to fail

It often seems that society is sending
a message to women that in a
competitive work environment failure is
too risky and that sometimes it is better
just not to try.

Sport can impart a different mindset:
one that teaches you to enjoy a
challenge not fear it. Sport teaches you
to learn from your losses and not let
them hold you back, to enjoy the wins
and use them to spur you on.

In my case, sport has made me more
likely to ask for a promotion, apply for a
job for which I’m not qualified and
speak up in a meeting when I disagree.
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Learn to feel comfortable in your

own skin

An important lesson and one every
person, even a spectator, can learn from
sport is that a woman’s body is a
powerful tool for achieving her dreams,
not just an object to be admired. When
engaging with the media, the success of
a woman frequently appears more
related to her dress size than her
efforts.

I am unusually tall and broad, which
led me to feel uncomfortable and
unfeminine as a teenager. Rowing
totally changed my relationship with my
body, allowing me to see my height and
broad shoulders as an advantage. Body
confidence undoubtedly makes me
happier to take part in an industry panel
or comfortable when presenting to
important clients.

You have the power to drive your

own success

Sport teaches women that hard work
leads to tangible results. Although the
business world is hardly a perfect
meritocracy, my experience of training
hard and preparing for big races has
given me more confidence and a belief
that success is in my control. Even if
bad luck means my best-laid plans are
thwarted, I will at least ask “Why?”
when my ideas and perseverance don’t
seem to be appreciated.

Understand the true value of

teamwork

Finally, sport teaches women the
meaning of teamwork. In sport, as in
business, teamwork is not just that
warm, fuzzy feeling that comes from
pulling together for a common goal. It’s

about be ing se l f-aware o f your
weaknesses, appreciating others’
strengths and being able to have tough
conversations when team dynamics are
not working out.

M a n y w o m e n f e a r t h e s e
conversations because they feel they
should “just get along” and worry about
being seen as a stereotypical “bitch”.
Sport was my first introduction to an
e n v i r o n m e n t w h e r e d i f f i c u l t
conversations like these couldn’t be
avoided if you wanted to succeed.

The more that is done to correct the
gender imbalance in both media
coverage and participation in sport, the
more women we will see reaching the
most senior levels of business.

So, during the next great summer of
sport, please watch women’s sport such
as the cyclists in the women’s Tour of
Britain. Or perhaps you could play five-
a-side football with your mates or run a
10k with your sisters, like I plan to do
this weekend? Maybe you’ll also find
yourself inspired to ask for that raise.
Sarah Kiefer (nee Coates)

The Ten Tors

This year was the first time Monkton
Combe has entered the Ten Tors
Challenge. An enthusiastic group of Year
10 boys jumped at the opportunity to
participate in this renowned annual
event. The group included five rowers
who, along with their intensive rowing
training and not forgetting their
academics, wanted to complete this
incredible challenge. The Ten Tors
training put the team through their
paces in a variety of conditions although
the glorious sunshine of the actual
event was a p leasant surpr ise .
Unfortunately, Henry Fletcher, who had
trained with the team, had to pull out so
the six participants were George Shaw,
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Joss Wheeldon, Euan Haigh, Ed Hooper,
Nick Pritchard (all members of the J15 A
VIII) and Alex Murchison. 

The boys were confident in their
stamina and navigation but really had to
pull together as a team early on the first
day. A promising start saw them
through their first Tor extremely early
but a slight mishap meant they visited
their third checkpoint before the second
one, resulting in them having to revisit

the Nodden Gate check point again.
Supporters and staff nervously watched
the live route checks on-line, cautious
as to how far the team would get on
their first day. The team managed to dig
deep and worked hard to make up lost
time and arrived at their 7th checkpoint
- Kes Tor at 18.30 (10 minutes before
their cut-off time) allowing them to
cruise into their 8th checkpoint -
Fernworthy for a well earned rest and
sleep. 
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Ten Tors Group, Ed Hooper, Euan Haigh, Nick Pritchard, Alex Murchison, Joss

Wheeldon, George Shaw



Day two required an early start and
saw the team ready to leave at 6.00am
prompt. They had enough gas left in the
tank to meet their challenging target of
finishing before 9am on the Sunday and
were met by loud cheers of support and
encouragement as they came down
from the moor. The Monkton team was
the 2nd team to cross the line  that
morning out of all the teams entered. 
They worked as a team, remained very
much a team and finished together as a
team. The boys  greatly enjoyed the

experience and met level of challenge
with panache.Team work and discipline
were the key phrases which emerged in
their live interviews with the 'Torquay
Herald'.   After an extremely tiring Ten
Tors challenge however the boys were
back in action at the National Schools
Regatta the following weekend. Cross-
training and cross-challenging certainly
works for these boys. 

Guy Thompson 

Head of CCF and Ten Tors Coordinator  
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The Finish at Bristol Avon Regatta
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Bank clearing on the Avon at
Saltford Rowing Centre

Bank-c l ea r i ng i s a pe renn i a l
headache. It is hard enough clearing the
trees which fall into the water each
year, but the dense growth along the
towpath - well that’s another story
altogether. 

In the Spring of 2016 a party of
volunteers ably organised by Julius
Caesar (B lue f r ia rs ) and Antony
Constantinidi (ACRC) set out to make a
drastic improvement. 

With a generous donation from
Monkton Bluefriars, they arranged for a
tree surgeon to fell and prune the larger
trees. The volunteers were then able to
set to work to clear the years of
sustained growth of the thickets and
undergrowth. The Duchy of Cornwall
then kindly funded a day of hedge
flailing to clear the impenetrable
brambles and blackthorn. 

It was a heroic undertaking indeed.
The sunlight now reaches the towpath
itself and dries the mud to make a
cyclable coaching track, which coach
Matt Wells and others have appreciated
as the river and their crews can now be
seen - something which has not been
possible for years. 

And when the banks are mown for
the Head races and Avon County
regatta, the result is quite Henley-
esque. The supporters who come in
quite large numbers can be seen sitting
on the bank and enjoying their picnics
while they cheer their crews on. 
James Dawson

My Monkton Rowing Experience

It’s been 5 years and finally my
Monkton rowing days are over. It may
feel like only yesterday that my friends
and I were running down to the
boathouse for the first time on a frosty
January afternoon in 2012, but since
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Max Leflaive-Manley, Guy Hooper on the rafts at National Schools Regatta 2016,

Dorney



then those who continued seriously in
the sport have raced over 40 times for
the school, been on up to 6 training
camps and have completed over a
thousand training sessions.

My first year rowing at the school
was, in many ways, the most exciting.
At the junior school I had been
absolutely terrible at all sports and I
liked the idea that even the ‘sporty’
students were starting from the
beginning again. Who knows? Maybe I
could even get into a school ‘A’ team!
During that year I really developed a
love for the sport which  set me up for
the next four years.

It was hard for me to believe that by
the end of that first year I was racing in
the J14 ‘A’ quad at the National Schools
Regatta, but over the next year it was
no longer enough for us to simply
compete. As a crew we learnt the hard
way that rowing particularly is a sport

where success only comes with really
hard work and winning takes a lot of
dedication. 

This was something I really took to
heart over the winter of my year 11. By
now a member of the senior squad, I
tried to learn as much as I could from
the older members of the club and
attended as many training sessions as I
could. When the spring of my third year
in the club arrived I was amazed to find
myself in the bow seat of the school’s
1st quad. Rowing with the other boys
for the next 3 years as well as steering
the boat was such good experience,
even if we failed our ultimate goal of
qualifying for Henley Royal Regatta.
Being a member of the senior squad
also meant going on camps to Nantes.
It was such good fun, escaping school
even for a little while and training 2 or 3
times a day gave a little taste of an
international rowing programme.
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J18 1st VIII Schools Head of the River  bow:George Shaw, Josh Davis, David

Palmer, Will Bernard, Martin Ninov, Max Leflaive-Manley, Guy Hooper,

str:Henry Pope, cox: Philippa Hood
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Needless to say, the improvement over
the course of a training camp was
unbelievable. 

It has been an absolute privilege to
be Captain of boys' rowing in my final
year. I have thoroughly enjoyed helping
other students discover their own
passion for the sport and seeing them
push their ability on to the next level.
Monkton Rowing has given me so much
during my time at school and it was
great to be able to give something back.
I have learnt so many useful skills, like
self-discipline and determination, and it
really has helped make me the person I
am today.

As the results clearly show, the club
is moving from strength to strength,
and it is a pleasure to have helped in
even the smallest way to making that
progress. I have every confidence it can
only continue into the future and I wish
all those remaining the best of luck.
Max Leflaive-Manley

Captain 2015-16 

Ten Tor Experience

Ten Tors is an annual hike on
Dartmoor, during early May. It is
considered to be a reasonably hard
challenge with a competition aspect to it
as well. It is 2 days long with a number
of different options for distances. I was
part of a team of six, including myself,
Edward Hooper, Nick Pritchard, Joss
Wheeldon, George Shaw and Euan Haig.
We entered the 35 mile challenge, and
finished 3 hours into the second day,
coming in 2nd place. This was a
fantastic result to have finished as a
team and to have done so well. 

I was very fortunate to join the
team as I was the only non-rower in the
team. However this did not stop us from
having a great time, and helping each
other out where we could. They

accepted me very quickly into their
already establish squad, which I am
very grateful for. 

We took part in multiple training
walks to help prepare us for the main
event, Mr Rouan and Mr Thompson
accompanied us on these walks and
helped us learn the skills needed for the
job. Henry Fletcher also joined us in the
Brecon Beacons, where we walked
t h r o u g h p a t c h e s o f s n o w a n d
marshland. My funniest moment of the
experience was after Henry fell into a
pool of ice cold water, and Euan who
was right behind him and saw him do it
decided to follow him in. 
The weather during the actual challenge
wasn’t too bad, however in a previous
training walk in Dartmoor, we got
caught in a snow storm on top of one of
the tors. This was probably the worst
moment for me during the experience,
as the visibility was awful, it was
snowing, we were walking through
marsh and our compass stopped
working. So I am very grateful to
George, Ed and Joss for getting us off
the tor safely. 
The hardest moment of our final
expedition was when we had just
walked up our third tor…  
Alex Murchison
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2016 Hazewinkel Training Camp 

I know that this may come as a bit
of a shock for some, but this year we
had a change of venue for the Easter
training camp! After a very successful
and faultless camp in Nantes in 2015
where the sun shone for the whole

duration, I wanted to try a different
venue. After 26 years of Monkton going
to Nantes and my third time there, I
wanted to look at the possibility of using
a 2000m lake - the format for all our big
races and a platform on which the
students don’t ever really get to
practise.

Our first day in Hazewinkel was a
glorious spring morning and the group
of 25 students was split into mixed
ability teams for their first challenge of
the week.  They had to carry a stretcher
between four of them around the
2000m lake.  Each of the four teams
had a cheerleader in the form of one of

our coaching team. If this wasn’t
enough of a challenge every minute the
rowers had to perform 15 repetitions
from a series of exercises ranging from
press-ups to burpees. When the last
person had completed their exercises
they could then move off. This was a
fantastic session which meant that the
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Monkton Squad members enjoy a sociable break during training camp at

Hazewinkel in Belgium. 
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group really came to life from the
outset. 

Through the rest of the week each
coach would work on some technical
point before then putting them to the
test by having staggered pieces from
2000m to 250m in the afternoon. We
managed to run not only a timing
vehicle giving instant percentage
feedback with graphical displays but
also video analysis. One of the
advantages of the training camp being
on the 2000m course was that it was
good for enabling the crews to line up
on the stake boats. This practice in
varying conditions really helped build
confidence for the regatta season. One
of the National Schools officials said that
our crews were most in control and
prepared on the start pontoons.  I know
that this is only a small thing but even
in school rowing, marginal gains are
important. 

Towards the end of the week, we had
a big 2000m race in both the morning
and the afternoon but before then we
had another team building session with
rowers in teams of three tied together
at the feet (or more accurately taped
together with good, strong gaffer tape)
with the middle person the only one
who could see. The others being
blindfolded had to search for little
chocolate eggs on what was Easter
Sunday. This was one of the funniest
moments of the whole week -  it was
highly competitive, but what was nice
was that when the winner was
announced the rowers all sat around
s h a r i n g o u t t h e i r s p o i l s .
#MomentsThatMakeUs 

The 2000m ra c i ng was ve r y
competitive with each boat racing on
the predicted National Schools gold
medal time. I am sure that these two
races really made the difference for all
the crews when they came into the

National Schools Regatta. There was
such a battle between relative boat
classes – no-one wanted to let the other
win. 

Whilst the rowers were maintaining
their academic studies in the afternoon
down time, the coaches did their own
training. This all helped everyone
involved to come away from Belgium
totally exhausted but with a true sense
of achievement. 
Matt Wells

2016 Make it Count

The 2016 Rowing Season’s tag line
was “Make it count” and the rowers at
Monkton have certainly done that. It is
hard for me to summarise or condense
Monkton's 2016 “Make it count” rowing
season. It has been one which has seen
success and disappointment at every
level. Winning is important but so is
losing; learning how to lose is one of
the biggest lessons we can learn in life.
W h e n w e d o n ’ t w i n a n d t h e
disappointment clears, what do we do
next? How do we learn from our
mistakes, get up and move forward?  I
feel very proud of the Monkton rowers
this season - every one of them has
success stories but each of them has
had to overcome a personal challenge, a
point at which things went wrong and
they have learnt what to do to come
back from disappointments. 

When I started at Monkton in 2013, I
laid down a strategy for the next five
years, and within this there were
actionable waypoints. The positive for
me is that we have either matched or
bettered these way points through the
four years so far. We have had
successes in all year groups, at all levels
and across the genders.   

There have been some significant
highlights throughout the year in what
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has been a very positive year for rowing
at Monkton. We have had our most
successful National Schools Regatta for
some time with 8 crews making final
spots, one of which went on to win a
silver medal. We had 41 students racing
at National Schools which, when you put
it into the context of the population of
the school, is 12% of the school.  This is
an easy target to achieve but when you
consider that al l the crews who

competed were competitive at semi-
final level this is a big change. 

We have had Olivia Caesar (J16 1x –
year 11 single) winning a silver medal
at the Junior inter-regional regatta then
going on to win her first international
vest at the GB vs France match as a
spare. 

In June this year we had to split the
squad up with three regattas happening
on the same day. We had crews at
Marlow, Women’s Henley and Stratford
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J15 4x+ B crew Silver at NSR 2016 

bow: Rory Hawking, Ashley Seakins, George Mitchell, str *George Shaw cox

Oliver Bennet Joined with coaches M. Wells and A Breokman and J15 4x+ A

crew Joss Wheeldon, Ed Hooper, Nick Pritchard, George Shaw, Cox Will Clapp
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Regattas which proved very fruitful for
al l concerned. It reaff i rmed my
philosophy that rowing is more than just
winning medals.  One of the best bits of
this year that I will take away was when
crews were being cheered along the
length of the Stratford course by a line
of Monkton students.  

The depth of concentration which is
often missing from the classroom has
been present on the river and in the

gym, with students really wanting to do
well.  It was a fantastic change.  I have
enjoyed seeing the students faced with
challenges both physical, social and
mental and having to work their own
way around them.  I am sure that
although these challenges are tough
they will produce some exceptional
students in the future.  

The variety of competitions which we
have participated in this year has been
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Henley Royal Regatta Qualifiers J18 8+ takes to the water wished on by

coach Simon Brown. 



vast - from invitational 2nd and 3rd
boat races on our home course to
national competitions on the 2012
Olympic course at Dorney.  We boated
over 75 students at the Avon Spring
Head of the river race in various boats
which is 20% of the whole school.  

Both captains this year have set
fantastic examples of how to lead; they
can walk away from their leadership
roles with their heads held high.
Hannah Street (girls' captain) won the
Prince Kassa prize for her “outstanding
contribution to Monkton Sport” which to
my knowledge is only the second time
that a rower has won the trophy (please
correct me if I am wrong.)  Hannah has
not only led by example as to how to
win gracefully and how to respond to
setbacks and losses but she has also
been effective in encouraging our new
intake of girls at year 9 which  includes
some very competitive sports women.
Max Leflaive-Manley has really sold
himself to rowing this year. He has
immersed himself in the captain role
and was often found after he had
completed his own training cheering on
the junior squad members and showing
them how to look after the equipment.
For this reason he was awarded the
“Tom Mildinhall – contribution to
rowing” award at the sports' dinner this
year.  Both captains have laid the
gaun t l e t down f o r ou t s tand i ng
leadership to the new captains: Martin
Ninov and Sofya Zakharova who will no
doubt want to improve the club further,
as is their nature. 

This year we have also piloted a
Learn to Row scheme in which all year 9
students have had the opportunity to
learn to row during their academic
timetable.  This obviously isn’t another
training session but more of an
opportunity to experience rowing. We
had an excellent response from the

students and it has given all budding
sportsmen and women the chance to
experience our great sport. We have
had all of the year 9 rowers in singles
as well as in their normal crews. 

At the regattas this year we have had
some fantastic parental support lead by
Mr and Mrs Caesar (Olivia’s parents)
who have no t on l y se t up the
#MonktonRoar which has inspired all
our crews but also set about bank
clearance at Saltford.  This support from
parents is invaluable for all our crews.
This year it has ranged through
everything from being psychologists,
nutritionists, caterers, equipment
managers, team support to professional
boat de-riggers. 

Driving away from all the regattas
this year everyone is exhausted, none
more so than the coaching and support
team who facilitate all the students'
success. Our Boatman team is led by
Andy Talyor who has been the rock of
the club in his usual unflappable
demeanour with no challenge too
daunting for either him or Mike Smith.
The coaches have been fantastic this
year and have had as much fun as the
students themselves.  It is a shame to
be losing our outstanding year 9 boys'
coach Pete Curran and our senior boys'
coach in Amanda Bowden. Both will be
missed in the Boat Club, but we take
the opportunity to wish them success in
t he i r f u t u r e endeavou r s . Anna
Broekman has continued as the club's
most successful coach this yea;,
however Simon Brown, Emily Day and
myse l f might change that next
season ... not that any of us is
competitive. 

For me what has been impressive is
seeing the confidence which the
students have in their ability and each
other.  The cheering for each other on
the bank is fantastic and they all want
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success for one another and ultimately
for the School. We leave the 2016
season behind, safe in the knowledge
that the fundamental building blocks of
Monkton rowing are strong: built on
respect and a very strong work ethic.
#WeAreMonkton
Matt Wells

Olivia Caesar – WJ16 1x

One of the most notable rowing
events of this year was Olivia Caesar
narrowly missing out on making the
Great Britain team against France in
their annual rowing match by 0.8 of a
second.  However later she found out
that she was selected as the travelling
reserve. Caesar’s campaign for her first
opportunity of National representation
started with a time trial event at the
N a t i o n a l Wa t e r s p o r t s C e n t r e ,
Nottingham.  All eleven girls who were
put forward for contention for the event
had proved themselves in National
events during the season.

The s ing le scu l l i s the most
prestigious sculling event and one which
has been filled previously by current GB
Rio squad rowing stars. Trialling is
always a very tough business. The
criteria stated that the winner would
gain selection but a race off would be
held if less than a second split the
fastest scullers.  O l iv ia rowed an
impressive time trial and had barely set
her boat on the racks when she was
asked to take to the water again.  She
was one of two scullers within a second
of each other, Monkton’s Caesar (the
fastest English sculler) and Strathclyde’s
Payne (the fastest Scottish sculler).  The
two girls had effectively to race off for
the opportunity of gaining their first
British vest.  Match racing is tough at
the best of times but this was brutal; a
real case of winner takes all. On the line
it was a photo finish, both girls
collapsing with sheer exhaustion.  They
sat on the water with no idea of the
verdict.  It was declared a dead heat –
very, very rare in rowing as a result.  On
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Silver Medalist at Junior Inter Regional Regatta 2016 WJ16 1x Olivia Caesar 



count back to the time trial the Scottish
girl had put down the quickest time and
so gained the right of passage to
represent Great Britain.  Ol iv ia ’s
amazing performance had her coach
and watching family in complete awe;
this girl can certainly do it in the future.
A massive step forward. In recognition
of her potential the GB team selectors
asked if she would be the travelling
spare so, although it isn’t what she had
trained for all year, Olivia gained her
first GB Vest. 

The race against the French reserve
was a tight affair with the French sculler
using her home advantage and taking
the win.  The whole experience has
whet Olivia’s appetite for international
recognition - something which she will
work hard to achieve.  #ThisGirlCan
Matt Wells 

Bluefriars BBQ

One of the perks of Henley Royal
Regatta is watching as thousands of
people gather along a grass bank every
year, decked out in their finest attire, to
watch some of the world’s best rowers
push their bodies to the limit, as they
drive their boats backwards over the
line. 

However there is another side to the
regatta which is peculiar to most other
nations, but a habit beloved by all race
goers... that of the car park picnic/BBQ,
where the weather is inconsequential,
the Pimms flowing is a must and a
slightly burnt sausage is a requirement.
It is perhaps the only time you can see
ladies in silk dresses perched on the
back of Volvos in the driving rain, still
quaffing champagne.

Well, with traditions such as these, it
was perhaps inevitable that Bluefriars
would get around to partaking in the
event. So this year, 2016, was the first
of hopefully many more annual Henley

Royal Regatta BBQs. It took place on
the Saturday Lunch break, and for those
who attended it was a very enjoyable
feast... most noticeably OUR sausages
were perfectly browned! It was brilliant
to see Bluefriars’ members from all eras
attending, and hopefully many more will
come as the event takes off each year. 

We will of course be sending out
further information by email, twitter and
FB for the exact location and timings of
next year’s event. It would be wonderful
to see as many there as possible. If you
would like to attend, but worry that we
may not have an up to date email,
please do let us know. Extended family
are more than welcome. 
Gen Bailhache-Graham

A note from the Treasurer

Our supporters have enabled the
Trust to give the best part of £400,000
to rowing both at Monkton and
elsewhere over the last 20 years. Thank
you to all our readers who make regular
donations to Bluefriars – the majority
using the gift aid scheme. I'm delighted
to report that more people have
recently joined this band of supporters.

The Trustees decided last year that it
wi l l soon be necessary to l imit
distribution of the newsletter to those
who financially support Bluefriars. This
year it will be sent to everyone except
non-contributing overseas members,
b e c a u s e p o s t a g e i s b e c o m i n g
prohibitively expensive.

If you want to keep in touch with
Bluefriars and its work, please consider
making a regular donation.  Details
about how to make donations may be
found on the Bluefriars website via the
Charitable Trust link.
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J15 4x+ B crew
Bow: Ashley Seakins, George Mitchell, Euan Haigh, Rory Hawking Cox: Oliver Bennett

J15 4x+ A crew
Bow: Ed Hooper, Joss Wheeldon, Nick Pritchard, George Shaw Cox: Will Clapp

J18 2-
Bow: Guy Hooper Str: Max Leflaive-Manley

J18 2x
Bow: Emily Martin Str: Hannah Street
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